INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

Fire Chief’s Steering Committee
Committee Meeting Agenda
Speakers: Curtis Nekovar & Val Feld
Northern Illinois Critical Incident Stress Management Team
“Critical Incident Stress Management”
Thursday, November 16, 2017
Oak Brook Training Room
10:30 a.m.
(Park in the lot off of Spring Road
and enter near the 3 flag polesMap on reverse side)
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

MINUTES: September 14, 2017 (pg. 1)

III.

FCSC OPERATIONS
A. Nomination of 2017 Secretary (pg. 3)
B. FCSC Meeting Schedule for 2017 (pg. 4)
C. 2018 FCSC Budget (pg. 5)

IV.

BALLISTIC PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (BPE) GRANT - PROGRAM UPDATE (pg. 6)

V.

RESCUE TASK FORCE AWARENESS PROGRAM – UPDATE (pg. 7)

VI.

CANCER PREVENTION PROGRAM (pg. 8)

VII.

DISCUSSION: Falls During Training – A Recent Trend

VIII.

ARTICLES
A. Ladder Bail (Fire Fighter Near Miss, 10/18/17)
B. Establishing Adequate Fall Protection on the Fireground (Fire Rescue, 2/1/15) (pg. 9)
C. While Moving 400-Pound Patient, FF Injures Back (Fire Fighter Near Miss, Report of the
Week: 4 October 2017)
D. Gurnee Man Killed in Streamwood (Daily Herald, 10/26/17) (pg. 14)
E. Injury Prevention Tips for First Responders (Bryan Fass, Fit Responder, PRIMA Blog
11/1/17)

IX.

ADDITIONS TO AGENDA

X.

TODAY’S SPEAKER
“Critical Incident Stress Management” – Curtis Nekovar & Val Feld, NI-CISM

XI.

CONFIRMATION OF NEXT MEETING
Date: TBD
Topic: TBD
Location: Oak Brook Training Room, Oak Brook, IL

XII.

ADJOURNMENT

INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

Fire Chief’s Steering Committee
Committee Meeting Agenda
Thursday, September 14, 2017
Oak Brook Training Room
10:30am
Attendees:
Perry Johnson
Richard Wilson
Brian Leahy
Jeff Pilz
Kurt Bohlmann
Bill Sherman
Tim Cassidy
Steve Riley
Michael Pakosta
Rick Ronovsky
Frank Rodgers
Rob Brill

Carol Stream
Bartlett
Clarendon Hills
Hillside
River Forest
Riverside
Northbrook
Westmont
Libertyville
LaGrange Park
Morton Grove
Wilmette

Barry Liss
Jim Adams
Mike Kuryla
Patrick Lenzi
Jim Arie
Jim Buenrostro
Tim Leidig
Tim McElroy
Tim Starkey
Steve Stapleton
Gary Mayor
Jennifer Swahlstedt

Oak Brook
Westchester
Berkeley
Brookfield
Barrington
West Chicago
West Chicago
Hinsdale
Mundelein
Villa Park
Western Springs
IRMA

I.

Call to order: By Chief Jim Aire at 10:33 am

II.

Minutes: A motion and second were made to approve the April 13, 2017 minutes, a vote was
called and the motion carried.

III.

FCSC Operations: Zero Accident Rate Recognition information was reviewed with no questions.
Proposed FCSC Meeting Schedule for 2018 was reviewed. The February meeting date was
rescheduled to February 8, 2018 due to conflicts. Nomination of 2018 Secretary: Chief Liss from
Oak Brook Fire Department was nominated for FCSC Secretary. This is to be voted on at the
next meeting November 16, 2017.

IV.

IRMA’S 4TH Education Summit – October 16, 2017: Reviewed without any questions.

V.

Upcoming Training Programs: Reviewed without any questions.

VI.

Ballistic Protective Equipment Grant – Update: Swahlstedt reviewed the 2018 grant proposal
which was going to the Board of Directors for preliminary budget approval on October 16, 2017.
FCSC discussed clarifying the grant to include both front line and reserve ambulances, consider
back-date the grant to 2015 forward and include tactical helmets as part of the BPE equipment
grant. Swahlstedt agreed with the FCSC suggestions and would make changes prior to Board
Approval.

VII.

Proposed 2018 Programs: Aire reviewed the proposed training topics for 2018. FCSC had
lengthy discussion on topics. It was determined that Opioid Safety and Freight Train Safety were
not necessary programs for IRMA to host. FCSC would like focus on Behavioral Health, Taking
Action Against Cancer Train the Trainer and establishing a Recuse Taskforce Awareness training
in conjunction with the Police Chiefs Steering Committee (PCSC). Discussion focused around the
challenges which arise during a catastrophic event when both Fire and Police are called to a
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scene. Kuryla recommended that all IRMA members, including Delegates & Alternates, be invited
to this training and questioned if there could be any incentive from IRMA for participation. Staff
will take this under review. FCSC recommended several potential speakers for this training,
including Ed Moehn, Greg Wahlon, Chief Howell and Chief Karotti. It was determined volunteers
would assist in the creation of this training and would email Swahlstedt to participate.
VIII.

Expansion of IRMA Pooled Services Pricing Program: FCSC was open to using meeting to
review possible products or services for pooled pricing review. Ledig advised that Central
DuPage Hospital is currently conducting a field test on the Lucas Chest Compression System
and would provide Swahlstedt with the contact information. FCSC were interested in reviewing
this equipment for pooled pricing. Additional discussion was regarding the thermal imaging
cameras and mention was made regarding the Scott built-in TICs in the masks. Swahlstedt will
follow up on both products to bring back to the FCSC.

IX.

Discussion Transporting Detainees: Garvey reviewed the circumstances of a recent claim Heller
v. Village of Hazel Crest. Discussion focused on how Police and Fire respond to mental health
calls. Recommendations were made to review internal policies between departments to ensure
the policy matches and is followed during these types of calls/transports.
Update Discussion EMS Infant Transport: Garvey updated FCSC with the outcome from the
Lopez v. Carpentersville case. The claim was settled for $3,000,000.

X.

Presentation, Binder Lift: Rick Binder provided a presentation and demonstration of the product.
IRMA has secured 15% discount for members.

XI.

Lessons Learned: Information was review only, there were no questions.

XII.

Articles: Information was review only, there were no questions.

XIII.

Additions to Agenda: None.

XIV.

Confirmation of Next Meeting: The November 16, 2017 meeting was confirmed.

XV.

Adjournment: There was a motion and a second to adjourn at 12:30pm without objection. Meting
Adjourned.
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2018
Fire Chiefs Steering Committee
Officer Election/Nominations
Chair

Lt. Jim Buenrostro, West Chicago FPD
jimb@wegofpd.org

Vice Chair

Fire Chief Bob Grabowski, Homewood
bgrabowski@homewoodil.gov

T & E Liaison

Fire Chief James Arie, Barrington
jarie@barrington-il.org

Secretary:

(Nominations) _Chief Barry Bliss______
Name/Title
_____________________
Name/Title

__Oak Brook/630-368-5204_
Member/Phone #
_______________________
Member/Phone #

Note: Elections will take place at the November 16, 2017 FCSC meeting. If unable to
attend, please fax (708) 236-6366 or email jennifers@irmarisk.org your nomination for the
position of Secretary to Jennifer Swahlstedt no later than November 6, 2017. Hope to see
you at the year-end meeting.

JS/ds
G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Fire Chiefs\2017\9-14-17\2018 FCSC Officer Ballot.Docx
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Fire Chiefs Steering Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager

DATE:

October 5, 2017

RE:

Proposed 2018 FCSC Meeting Dates

Following are the proposed meeting dates for the 2018 Fire Chiefs Steering Committee meetings.
Thursday, April 26 - 10:30 - 12:30 (Oak Brook)
Thursday, August 23 - 10:30 - 12:30 (Oak Brook)
Thursday, October 25 - 10:30 - 12:30 (Oak Brook)

Joint Steering Committee Meeting - June 21 (10:00 - 12:30 - Tower Two Conference Center)
JS/ds
G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Fire Chiefs\2017\11-16-17\Proposed 2018 FCSC Meeting Dates.Docx
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

PROPOSED
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT AGENCY
2018 FIRE CHIEFS STEERING COMMITTEE BUDGET

CATEGORY

2017 BUDGET

Training Materials (DVD’s, CD’s, etc.)

$500.00

Steering Committee Seminar

$3,500.00

Meeting Expense

$900.00

TOTAL

$4,900.00

G:\Committees\Steering Committees\Fire Chiefs\2017\9-14-17\2018 Proposed FCSC Budget.Docx
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK
MANAGEMENT AGENCY
The Risk Management Solution for Local Government

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Fire Chiefs Steering Committee

FROM:

Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management and Training Manager

DATE:

October 17, 2017

RE:

Ballistic Protective Equipment (BPE) Grant - Program Update

Purpose: To provide an update on prior discussions regarding a grant program for the
purchase of body armor for the fire service.
Background/Discussion: The proposed grant has gone through the initial committee cycle.
Initial changes include, allowing for frontline and reserve ambulances to be eligible, including
tactical helmets and back-dating the grant to 2015.
Additionally, the Executive Board has requested that a determination be made regarding the
criteria for administering the grant, for example to the highest risk members first.
Recommendation: Please attend the FCSC on November 16, 2017, to select criteria for
administering this grant in 2018.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Fire Chiefs’ Steering Committee

FROM: Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager
DATE: November 2, 2017
RE:

Rescue Task Force Awareness Program

Purpose:
To provide an update about the creation of a Rescue Task Force Awareness
Program proposed by the FCSC on September 14, 2017.
Background: On September 14, 2017, the FCSC began a discussion of creating a training
program in conjunction with the Police Chiefs’ Steering Committee (PCSC) which focused on
Rescue Taskforce Awareness. This arose out of discussion for the new grant of outfitting
member fire departments with ballistic vests as well as scheduling a tactical training by IRMA in
2018. It was determined that as members of IRMA, there is a unique opportunity to foster
mutually beneficial discussions on issues affecting all first responders. The FCSC proposed a
collaboration with the PCSC for creation of a Rescue Task Force Awareness program focused
on round-tabling potential challenges faced during response to these events.
Discussion: Since that time, volunteers Division Chief Cassidy (Northbrook), Assistant Chief
Leidig (West Chicago Fire) and Deputy Chief Pakosta (Libertyville) have created a program
outline. The proposed session would be 2-3 hours which would allow for a 1-hour information
program by Commander Ed Mohn followed by a 1 – 2-hour panel discussion with at least two
Police Chiefs and Fire Chiefs. Commander Mohn would present on the benefits of cohesive
active threat response tactics for Law Enforcement, Fire Departments and EMS. Then he would
mediate the panel discussion with IRMA Police and Fire Chiefs about challenges faced and how
to overcome with emphasis on open discussion with the attendees.
This program outline was presented and discussed at the Police Chiefs’ Steering Committee
(PCSC) on November 2, 2017, to determine the level of interest of the police chiefs and
determine if planning of this program should begin. FCSC Representatives Chief Tanner (West
Chicago Fire), Assistant Chief Leidig, Lieutenant Ciszewski (West Chicago Fire), Division Chief
Cassidy and Lieutenant Whalen (Glencoe) outlined basics of RTF training and the need for
cooperation between departments. Chief Tanner polled the PCSC attendees and found majority
did not have an RTF plan or training currently in place. Additionally, it was stressed that while
this topic may be at the forefront within individual departments, counties and MABAS Divisions,
it should be started within the IRMA community as well.
PCSC feedback was positive. Those attendees who participated in the discussion saw value in
having IRMA involvement in creation and sponsoring of this type of program. PCSC
recommended the program be conducted as a joint steering committee meeting topic in April
2018.
Recommendation: The outline of this program may continue to evolve based on the general
knowledge of RTF within the IRMA member communities. Attend the November 16, 2017,
FCSC meeting for further discussion of program content and proposed joint meeting with PCSC
for April 2018.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Fire Chiefs’ Steering Committee

FROM: Jennifer Swahlstedt, Risk Management & Training Manager
DATE: November 7, 2017
RE:

Cancer Prevention Program

Purpose: To discuss cancer prevention training offered by The Firefighter Cancer Support
Network (FCSN) and select a program for 2018 training calendar.
Background: At the September 14, 2017, FCSC Meeting various training topics were
presented and discussed for 2018 training schedule. In addition to behavior health workshop
and Rescue Task Force (RTF) program, there was interest in cancer prevention training for the
fire service.
Discussion: The FCSN has a regional trainer, Deputy Chief of Naperville Fire Andy Dina, who
administers two programs: Occupational-Cancer Awareness and Prevention Training and
Occupational-Cancer Awareness Train-the-Trainer program.
The cancer-prevention training is 90 minutes and covers the scale of the cancer epidemic in the
fire service, an overview of the underlying research, and real-world best practices to reduce
firefighters’ cancer risks. There is no capacity limit other than the size of the room.
The train-the-trainer program is an 8 hour training and limited to 20-25 fire instructors. The
training includes a teach-back module for the attendees to complete. Upon successful
completion, the instructors may teach the FCSN 90minute classes using their curriculum and
materials.
Recommendation: Attend the November 16, 2017, FCSC meeting for further discussion of
program content and selection of the cancer prevention program to be hosted in 2018.
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Establishing Adequate Fall Protection on the Fireground - Fire Rescue

Establishing Adequate Fall Protection
on the Fireground
Why all firefighters should be concerned, whether or not they
operate on an aerial

02/01/2015
By Stephen Speer

It has been said that you don't know what you don't know. My goal with this article is to show you
something you "didn't know you didn't know" about fall protection for firefighters.
Before you turn the page, consider this: Firefighters can be injured on the job while involved in an
elevation incident, whether from slipping on debris, falling, structural failure, or any number of reasons.
While we can't stop all elevated injuries from occurring, we must address the need to do all we can to
prevent falls during an elevated hazard in an emergency situation.
Remember: Fall protection is not a system exclusive to aerials and platform apparatus—this
information is important for all of us, whether we're working from ground ladders, scaling parts of a
structure, or operating on the roof.
Lack of Preparation
In my travels, I have found that a large percentage of departments do not meet the requirements for fall
protection because of one of the following reasons:
<ol>
They have no formal documented inspections.
They are using out-of-date belts and harnesses.
They are missing tags and labels.
They have no fall protection at all.
9
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In addition, part of the problem stems from the fact that existing codes and standards are not broad
enough. NFPA 1901 refers to equipment on fire apparatus, stating that quints and aerials must have
four NFPA 1983-certified belts. But the standard mentions nothing about fall prevention for pumpers or
other apparatus. You could draw the conclusion that you don't need fall protection unless you have an
aerial; so, if you're working on an aerial, you need a belt, but as soon as you step off onto a roof,
there's no need. Make sense? I'd say no!
Note: There's a common misconception that most firefighters don't need fall protection. The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) puts the burden on employers (which could be
the city, village, fire district, or members of a fire department) to establish fall protection unless "the
employer can demonstrate that it is infeasible or creates a greater hazard to use these systems"
(OSHA 29 CFR 1926.501[b][2][i]). This plan must be site-specific, created and approved by qualified
persons, maintained at the site, and include identification of specific hazards at the site among other
requirements. Of course, this regulation was written for the construction industry—the "job sites" we
visit in the fire service are very different. But the rules can still apply.
I spoke to a New York State Public Employee Safety & Health (PESH) supervisor about the following
scenario and asked him if there were areas that could be potential violations. A firefighter operating
from a roof ladder is cutting a ventilation hole on a pitched roof. The firefighter falls from the roof and is
injured. In what areas, if any, could an incident commander or company officer be cited? In response, I
received 12 pages of documentation.
The documents showed that, in evaluating potential violations of the general duty clause to see if
anyone is responsible, the following four elements must be met:

1. The employer failed to keep the workplace free from a hazard to which employees of that
employer were exposed.
2. The hazard was recognized.
3. The hazard was causing or likely to cause death or serious physical harm.
4. There was a reasonable and adequate method to correct the hazard.

NFPA 1500, chapter 8.5.1.1, states that operations should be limited to those that can be completed
safely. In this scenario, there is the potential for citation if all four elements apply.
Where to Start
As the above scenario illustrates, whether or not you have an aerial apparatus, you must consider fall
arrest protection. Circumstances are different for each department, so it's not feasible to have one
10
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blanket policy for type and quantity of protection equipment. But where do you start? Following are
some factors to consider:
Talk to the experts. Fall protection supply companies and manufacturers have a wealth of
knowledge they're willing to share, so talk to the experts to ensure you're sufficiently prepared.
Designate a person or committee to be responsible for evaluating your department's current fall
protection—type, age, and condition—and making purchasing decisions.
Be sure to take into account the age of any equipment you have, and establish policies to
replace equipment before it gets too old. In every conversation I had with the manufacturers'
safety specialists, they emphasized a "life use" for this equipment (usually five to 10 years,
depending on completed inspection records as required).
When purchasing equipment, always seek body wear, connectors, and deceleration equipment
certified to the applicable NFPA standard.
When working on the scene, consider ways you can limit the number of people operating from
elevated positions. Extra personnel equals extra liability. Be willing to get the crew down—and
remove the liability.
Remember: Our goal is to keep everyone safe, and we work to reach that goal with OSHA, PESH,
NFPA, and department standard operating procedures (SOPs).
Protection Categories
Common categories of fall protection are arrest, position, suspension, and retrieval. The terms came
from the construction world. For the purposes of firefighting, we concentrate on positioning and arrest.
Positioning (on a work platform): According to people in the fall protection industry, when you're
climbing a ladder, you're using it for transportation. Once you stop to perform a function, you're using
the ladder as a work platform. That's when you need to protect yourself.
When working from a ground ladder, many of us learned and still use the "ladder leg lock" method,
where you put your leg through the rung and hook the next rung down with your toe. That method
worked easier in the old full-length boot days; however, with today's bunker gear, it can become a
struggle to perform. The positioning belt (ladder belt) method is an alternative method that works well
with today's turnout gear.
When working from an aerial device, the positioning belt eliminates falling off or having the movement
of the aerial launch you from the apparatus.
Arrest: Fall arrest protection is made of the components that are involved with safely stopping a person
11
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in the act of falling. Personal Fall Arrest Systems (PFAS) include the following four elements, which are
referred to as the "ABCDs" of fall arrest:
1. "A" is for Anchor—a fixed structure or structural adaptation, often including an anchorage
connector to which another component of the PFAS is rigged.
2. "B" is for Body wear—the harness worn by the worker.
3. "C" is for Connector—such as a lanyard.
4. "D" is for Deceleration device—a shock absorption component that dissipates the force.
A big problem on the fire scene is a quickly established anchor point. We're not working on a
construction project where we have ample time to review the circumstances and select an appropriate
anchor. We are working on a "destruction" job—the clock is ticking, and being efficient is everything.
You've probably never been at the address of the incident before and if you were, it probably wasn't on
fire. Reading the fire and figuring out where the ventilation hole should be, then executing the
necessary ventilation safely, takes experience and practice similar to a NASCAR pit crew.
One common way firefighters establish anchor points during roof work is to bury an ax into the roof to
use as a step. This isn't a real anchor point, but it works better than not having anything. However,
there's a new product on the fire service market that holds promise for improving this method. The
Quick Step Anchor provides a sturdy platform for truckies to work off of and incorporates an "anchor
point" from which you can anchor yourself with a lanyard for fall arrest.
Body wear (i.e., belts, class II and class III harnesses), connectors (i.e., lanyards) and deceleration
devices (i.e., shock absorbers) are a study all their own. Do your homework by communicating with
industry representatives.
Inspections
As previously mentioned, there are guidelines for inspection that have to be followed to ensure that
belts, harnesses, lanyards, and all related equipment are safe and ready for use. If you don't document
inspections for your equipment, you didn't do it.
Many publications refer to "qualified inspectors" and "competent inspectors." Qualified inspectors have
taken classes on fall protection inspection from trained instructors. Competent inspectors are trained in
house to perform your "after use" and periodic truck check inspections.
Remember that whether you already have equipment or are purchasing equipment, you need to follow
the manufacturers' guidelines. Again, most webbing for belts, harnesses, and lift straps has a shelf life
of five to 10 years. Check on your purchase dates and check with the manufacturers. Note: Many fire
companies now have class II harnesses included in their bunker gear. The "life use" inspection and
12
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care requirements of the harness may be different from the rest of the bunker gear.
Although this article is primarily about fall protection and the related equipment, ground ladders
certainly play a large part in elevated safety. Be sure your ladders are inspected and tested annually,
and follow the manufacturers' recommendations including "in house inspection." Also, be sure that they
are NFPA compliant with all the proper labels, the heat sensors are located per the manufacturers'
instructions, and the expiration dates are current.
A Final Word
Operating from an elevated position on the fireground is a necessity, but we can take steps to make it
as safe as possible. For experienced firefighters who have performed such operations without fall
protection for years, adding harnesses and belts may seem cumbersome. But if we can prevent
firefighters from falling off of roofs, ground ladders, or aerial ladders, we are helping those firefighters
to go home safely and come back for another shift—which means it's not just fall protection, it's career
protection.
Sidebar - Strategies for Practicing Elevated Safety
1. Realize that accidents can happen to anyone; avoid the "That's the way we always do it"
mentality.
2. Actively address all of your elevated safety issues to protect both department officials and, most
importantly, firefighters.
3. Recognize where you are weak and develop a program to address the issues.
4. Remember the fall protection "ABCDs": anchor, body wear, connector, deceleration device.
5. Develop a program to update, inspect, and maintain all elevated safety equipment.
6. Practice for perfection. Stay proficient; fight off complacency.

By

Stephen Speer
Stephen Speer, a 40-year fire service veteran, retired as a lieutenant from the Ridge Road (NY) Fire
District. He was chief of the Hilton Parma (NY) Fire District and also served on its board of fire
commissioners for 15 years. Speer is currently a member of the NFPA’s ground ladder testing
committee.
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News

Gurnee man killed in Streamwood sewer a rugby athlete called 'String Bean'

updated: 10/26/2017 5:30 PM

Gurnee man killed in Streamwood sewer
a rugby athlete called 'String Bean'

Video: Streamwood scene

Jake Griffin

Known as String Bean to his rugby teammates, Brett Morrow's lean and wiry frame belied his natural athletic grace and
grit.
"He was easily the smallest guy on the field every time," recalled teammate Ian Dreger, "but he was always the most
aggressive and tenacious. If he was running beside you, you could always trust him to make the tackle for you."
That same lithe body type that made him easy to dismiss on a rugby pitch was also what made him an asset at his
construction job working to install lining in slender sewer pipes that were never more than 24 inches in diameter.
The 22-year-old from Gurnee was doing that job Wednesday when authorities say the resin lining he and his crew
installed in a sewer main under a Streamwood residential street collapsed, trapping him in the pipe where he ultimately
died.
14
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"I just couldn't believe it when I heard what happened," Dreger said. "To lose someone that young and who was such a
good person is just devastating."
Four teams of firefighters working in pairs and specially trained in confined-space rescues had to painstakingly chip away
the hardened resin lining for nearly four hours Wednesday night to reach Morrow.
"We treated it as a rescue for the entire operation because we were hopeful he was still alive," Streamwood Fire Chief Chris
Clark said. "It wasn't until we got him physically out of the manhole that we could tell he had died."

Illuminated by emergency lights and rescue lights, a man reacts after crews pulled a person from a sewer line on South Park
Boulevard in Streamwood Wednesday night. - John Starks | Staff Photographer

Officials at the Cook County medical examiner's office said an autopsy was performed today, but a spokeswoman reported
the "determination of cause and manner of death is pending further studies."
Morrow was about 30 feet into the pipe under the 500 block of South Park Boulevard that Clark estimated had a diameter
of roughly 20 to 24 inches. He was part of a crew from Bartlett-based Benchmark Construction that had been lining some
of the neighborhood's older sewer mains for weeks.
Construction experts said Morrow was likely in the pipe to cut holes in the newly installed lining to restore sewer service to
homes on the block when the lining collapsed. The pipe was about 20 feet underground.
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Clark said his department was called to the scene about 6:15 p.m. when Morrow's co-workers lost contact with him.
Firefighters attempted to establish contact with Morrow as well, but Clark said rescuers never received a response.

Watch Live Now
Breaking News
mynewswire.co

Clark said the rescuers could see Morrow's feet through the collapsed lining, but they could not reach him through the
now-hardened material.
Two Streamwood firefighters specially trained on confined-space rescues were already on duty at the time and were the
first team into the sewer, Clark said. Requests for additional personnel were issued and firefighters with that type of rescue
training from neighboring departments arrived soon after to pitch in.

Investigators work Thursday at the scene where Brett Morrow of Gurnee man was killed while working on a
sewer pipe in Streamwood. - Bev Horne | Staff Photographer
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Streamwood Village Manager Sharon Caddigan said her staff is working with investigators from the U.S. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration to determine what happened inside the pipe that caused the lining to collapse. She said
representatives from the construction company were also at the scene Thursday speaking with federal investigators.
Meanwhile, sewer service to the homes in the area had been restored, Caddigan said.
Calls to Benchmark were not immediately returned.
According to media reports, his father Rich also works at Benchmark. A LinkedIn profile lists Rich Morrow as a 26-year
veteran of the company.
The company has been fined for four separate workplace safety violations since 2000, according to OSHA records. The
most recent violation stemmed from a December 2015 complaint and was issued because a worker's facial hair prevented
required respiratory equipment from working properly. The company paid a $1,000 fine.
Earlier that year, Benchmark was fined $6,300 for inadequately securing a trench that inspectors said imperiled three
workers.
In 2010, Benchmark paid a $1,250 fine after inspectors determined two workers using an aerial lift were not properly
secured in the device.
The company also paid a $1,500 fine in 2008 after inspectors determined Benchmark workers had not taken enough care
when excavating around already existing "underground installations."
OSHA spokesman Scott Allen characterized the violations as minor.
Construction experts said the work Morrow and his crew were doing is fairly routine. Ryan Hogenmiller, a project engineer
for Missouri-based SAK Construction, described the process of installing the resin lining in a sewer main as "turning a sock
inside out." The loose lining material is pushed into the pipe and then heated with either water or air. The heat activates
chemicals in the lining, hardening it and attaching it to the pipe itself.
Once the lining is hardened and set, someone has to go into the pipe and cut holes in the new lining to open connections
to the houses' sewer lines.

Brett Morrow - Courtesy of Ian Dreger
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Gurnee man killed in Streamwood sewer a rugby athlete called 'String Bean'
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According to Morrow's Facebook page, he graduated from St. Joseph Catholic Academy in Kenosha, Wisconsin, where he
played football and participated on the wrestling team. He also took up rugby during those years, playing on club teams in
the region while still in high school and later at Eastern Kentucky University. Eventually, he was recruited by Erik Miller to
play on the Kenosha Mammoths men's team after Miller had seen him play in college. Miller described the team as a
"brotherhood" left "shattered" by Morrow's death.
"I'm usually never one to be without words, but when I heard I just didn't know what to say," Miller said. "It's just such a
shock and he'll always be remembered."
Funeral arrangements are pending.
• Daily Herald staff writers Lee Filas and Eric Peterson contributed to this report.
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